Students will...

Create a fun, colorful bug using papier-mâché, wire, beading, clay forming, and painting.

Gain experience using color tones, contrasting colors, texture, and variety.

Understand the basic anatomy of an insect. Based on time limits, these can either be done by the teacher or students.

1. Mix together a large amount of equal parts water and glue. Pour into paint cups for students.

2. Tear tissue paper into approximately 3" sections. These do not need to be square — various sizes and shapes create interesting textures. Be sure to tear, NOT cut the pieces.

3. Cut the Artstraws™ into 8" lengths.

4. Separate the tissue paper into warm colors and cool colors for your students to choose from. They will choose two colors of the same tone.

5. Blow up a regular-sized balloon to a small size (bigger than a grapefruit, smaller than a cantaloupe) and knot the end.

Objectives

Students will...

- Create a fun, colorful bug using papier-mâché, wire, beading, clay forming, and painting.
- Gain experience using color tones, contrasting colors, texture, and variety.
- Understand the basic anatomy of an insect.

Options

- For group display, hang “de-bugs” over a bright tissue flower arrangement.
- If tissue paper is not colorfast, use similar colors so the colors don’t become muddy.
- For a stronger body, use kraft paper to papier-mâché.
- Use paint instead of tissue paper.
- Use long “hot dog” balloons for different bug shapes.
- Wrap wings and legs with embroidery thread or thin yarn.
- Glossy Mod Podge® can be used instead of glue and water to enhance the shiny, crunchy bug appearance.
Step 1
Pick a balloon and select two warm or two cool colors of tissue paper.

Step 2
Use AMACO® Air Dry Cloud Clay™ to make clay beads!

Step 3
Paint the head, stinger, and beads with watercolors. If you used cool colors for the body, use warm colors on the head, stinger and beads, and vice versa. Clay items will need 24 hours to dry.

Step 4
Bend a 24" piece of heavy-gauge wire into a figure eight shape to form wings.

Step 5
Take a piece of heavy-gauge wire and wrap the ends around the “X,” to create a loop for hanging.

Papier-mâché the balloon with tissue paper. Use a paintbrush to apply glue to a small area on the balloon, apply tissue paper, and then paint glue over the tissue paper. Repeat this step until the balloon is covered. Multiple layers (approximately 20) are needed to make the piece strong enough. Let dry.

Select the clay beads you made in step 3 and two colors of pony beads that match your “de-bug.” Anchor a piece of thin-gauge wire to the “X” of the figure eight by twisting the thin-gauge wire around it. Place a bead on the wire. Pinch the bead with your thumb and forefinger, and twist the thin wire so it secures the bead.

Continue weaving the wire in a zigzag pattern across each side of the figure eight. To finish, secure the end of the thin wire at the “X.” Repeat for a second set of wings.
Step 6
Use a hole punch to punch dots from colored paper.
Glue the dots to “de-bug” body along belly or in a pattern across the back or sides.

Step 7
Attach “de-bug’s” head and stinger to opposite ends of “de-bug” body with low-temp hot glue.
Attach wings at the “X” with hot glue on the top of “de-bug” body. Glue extra beads over the hot glue at the wing “X” joint to cover the glue glob.

Step 8
Insert a length of medium-gauge wire (approx. 26”) through Artstraws™ to form the six legs.
Make a set of two legs at a time by inserting the wire into the end of an Artstraw™.
Take a second Artstraw™, and insert the same wire into the end of this straw.
Use a pencil or paintbrush to swirl the wire ends that stick out of the ends of the straws.
Repeat process two more times.
Bind the three sets of legs together by wrapping a piece of heavy-gauge wire around the leg wires in the middle between the two straws. Wrap tightly two or three times.

Step 9
Use a potter’s needle to poke two holes into the bottom of “de-bug” body, and thread a piece of heavy-gauge wire through them.
Wrap this wire around the section where the legs are joined together to secure them to “de-bug” body.
Finally, bend the straws 1-2” from the top and bend again from the bottom.
Materials

- Balloons, 9", pkg. of 25 (Cat. No. 9715554)
- Tissue paper, 20" x 30", pkg. of 24 (Cat. No. 9701228 A-AK)
- Elmer’s® Glue-All®:
  - 1¼ oz. (Cat. No. 9701194)
  - 4 oz. (Cat. No. 9701195)
  - 7½ oz. (Cat. No. 9701196)
  - 16 oz. (Cat. No. 9701197)
  - 1 qt. (Cat. No. 9701198)
  - 4 oz. (Cat. No. 9701195)
  - 16 oz. (Cat. No. 9701197)
  - 1 qt. (Cat. No. 9701198)
  - 4 oz. (Cat. No. 9701195)
  - 7½ oz. (Cat. No. 9701196)
- Brushes, set of 42 (Cat. No. 9722059)
- AMACO® Air Dry Cloud Clay™
  - Sky pack, set of 20, 4 oz. each (Cat. No. 9729112)
  - Individual colors, 4 oz. (Cat. No. 9729109 A-H)
  - Classroom packs, white:
    - 3 lbs. (Cat. No. 9729110)
    - 6 lbs. (Cat. No. 9729111)
- Watercolors, 8-color oval set (Cat. No. 9714689)
- Artistic Wires LTD™ “Buy the Dozen” Copper Wire Spools; 22 gauge, 24 gauge, 26 gauge; 12 spools each; 12 colors each (Cat. No. 9719330)
- Multicolored transparent pony beads, pkg. of 1,000, 6 mm x 9 mm (Cat. No. 9727985)
- Construction paper, assorted colors, 9“ x 12”, 60 lb., 50 sheets (Cat. No. 9727121AB)
- Hole punch, ¼” dia. (Cat. No. 9701185)
- Mini low-temp glue gun (Cat. No. 9706602)
- All-temperature mini glue sticks, 4” x ½”, pkg. of 12 (Cat. No. 9706603)
- Colored Artstraws™, pkg. of 1,350 (Cat. No. 9721291)
- Needle-nose pliers (Cat. No. 0400732)
- Potter’s needle (Cat. No. 9704659)
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